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L

unt (1) and Mainil (2) emphasize the importance
of continued research into the scope, nature and
motivations for cross border care within Europe.
Understanding patient mobility in the rapidly changing
environment and turbulent movements is crucial in the
consideration of accessible healthcare provision. Crossing
the border or travelling far destinations in order to obtain
healthcare, medical services and wellness, spa and relaxation
treatments is not a new phenomenon. Europe-wide and
global patient flows have been doubtlessly growing in the last
few decades. Our study highlights motivations of a sample
of predominantly Romanian patients travelling to Hungary
for care in the context of a stable and longstanding between
these two EU countries – also to note that significant amount
of Romanian patients having had sought treatment abroad on
several occasions - not exclusively in Hungary - and aiming
to return home in improved health condition. More frequent
drivers for patient mobility were perceptions of better quality
of care, access to specialist care, and shorter waiting times.
Previous studies (3,4) have also suggested that one of the
most important drivers of patient mobility is the greater
affordability of different treatments abroad. When considering
the price differences, that should also be highlighted that
surrounding neighbouring countries might have similar prices
and easier for them to get reimbursed by domestic health
insurer than those patients travelling from longer distances.
In Romania, private provision, consumer-driven demand
and market-driven elements play a dominant role (5). On the
other hand, the trends in health spending of the population for
health protection and healthy lifestyle show increase globally,
patients/clients tend to invest more into their health and any
health-related activities. Our study echoes recent research
which also found that important motivations were avoidance
of waiting lists, experiences of poor health services and quality,
and lack of access specialists or advanced technology (6). In
addition, there is increasing literature on patient mobility
trends to combine medical care with leisure and cultural
programs (7,8).
Lunt (1) and Mainil (2) have also captured the existing tension
between the importance of strengthening national health
systems and allowing for safe, high-quality cross-border care,
as supported by the most recent European patient directive

(9). Our study reflects other research on the limitations of
healthcare systems, e.g. distrust or disorganisation in the
local healthcare system (10), as important drivers for seeking
care abroad. Lack of access to certain specialties in the health
workforce is one of the main challenges in Romania. Many
health professionals emigrate and are likely to work abroad
for longer periods – also Hungarian professionals practicing
part-time in Romania –, which is likely to cause a shortfall in
availability of the domestic health workforce (11), warranting
a renewed focus on achieving the right balance of workforce
mix, skill-mix and substitution (12).
Another emerging area of research is the shifting attitudes
of patients to healthcare (GFK Hungary 2012): individual
healthcare behaviours and health consumption are altering
due to increased health literacy, easy access to health
information and the priority of health as a value among
certain populations. Moreover technological development
– e-health, m-health – has supported an increased focus
on patient-centred care and a shifting doctor-patient
relationship, away from hierarchal interaction and toward
a more informed, empowered and proactive patient. The
patient is rather a client, a customer who is responsible for
his health and enrols services besides health prevention and
alternative medicine. Therefore, there is a new paradigm
where health experience becomes commonly preferred
by the new healthcare customer, international patients,
medical tourists are very likely to belong to those groups,
where medical service use, health practices and intention for
improved health is more common.
In conclusion, we agree with Lunt (1) and Mainil (2) that
more research needs to be conducted to assess the ‘precise
flows and drivers’ – migration potential, intention to travel
abroad based on the free movement of goods, services and
professionals – and the broader behavioral aspects of cross
border care and that the development of conceptual models
on mobile health systems and their users can help do so.
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